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Abstract

Graham and Pollak showed that the vertices of any graph G can be addressed

with N -tuples of three symbols, such that the distance between any two vertices

may be easily determined from their addresses. An addressing is optimal if its length

N is minimum possible.

In this paper, we determine an addressing of length kpn ´ kq for the Johnson

graphs Jpn, kq and we show that our addressing is optimal when k “ 1 or when

k “ 2, n “ 4, 5, 6, but not when n “ 6 and k “ 3. We study the addressing

problem as well as a variation of it in which the alphabet used has more than three

symbols, for other graphs such as complete multipartite graphs and odd cycles.

We also present computations describing the distribution of the minimum length

of addressings for connected graphs with up to 10 vertices and make a conjecture

regarding optimal addressings for random graphs.

1 Introduction

Let r ě 2 be an integer. A p0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1, ˚q-addressing of a graph G “ pV,Eq is a
function f : V Ñ t0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1, ˚uN for some natural number N such that for any two
vertices x, y P V , the distance between x and y in the graph G equals the number of
positions j such that the j-th entries of fpuq and fpvq are distinct and neither equals ˚.
Let NrpGq denote the minimum N for which such an addressing is possible. Addressings
of length NrpGq will be called optimal. The distance multigraph DpGq of the graph G
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is the multigraph whose vertex set is V , where the number of edges between x, y P V

equals the distance in G between x and y. It is not too hard to see that NrpGq equals the
minimum number of complete multipartite graphs whose edges partition the edge multiset
of the distance multigraph of G, where each complete multipartite graph in the partition
must have between 2 and r color classes.

For r “ 2, Graham and Pollak [6] conjectured that N2pGq ď n ´ 1 for any connected
graph G with n vertices. This conjecture, also known as the squashed cube conjecture,
was proved by Winkler [13]. Graham and Pollak [6] proved the following result (which
they attributed to Witsenhausen):

N2pGq ě maxpn`pDq, n´pDqq, (1)

where D is the |V | ˆ |V | matrix whose entry px, yq is the distance in G between x and
y, and n`pDq and n´pDq denote the number of positive and negative eigenvalues of D,
respectively. Following Kratzke, Reznick and West [10], an addressing of G of length
maxpn`pDq, n´pDqq will be called eigensharp. Note that eigensharp addressings are opti-
mal. Graham and Pollak [6] proved that complete graphs, trees and odd cycles of order n
have eigensharp addressings of length n´ 1 and even cycles have eigensharp addressings
of length n{2. Elzinga, Gregory and Vander Meulen [3] proved that the Petersen graph
does not have an eigensharp addressing and found an optimal addressing of it of length
6 (one more than the lower bound (1)). Cioabă, Elzinga, Markiewitz, Vander Meulen
and Vanderwoerd [2] gave two proofs showing that the Hamming graphs have eigen-
sharp addressings and started the investigation of optimal addressings for the Johnson
graphs. The Johnson graph Jpn, kq has as vertices all the k-subsets of the set t1, . . . , nu
and two k-subsets S and T are adjacent if and only if |S X T | “ k ´ 1. In this paper,
we prove that N2pJpn, kqq ď kpn ´ kq by constructing an explicit addressing of Jpn, kq
with p0, 1, ˚q-words of length kpn ´ kq. We answer a question from [2] and show that
N2pJpn, 2qq “ 2pn ´ 2q for n “ 5, 6. In the case of n “ 6 and k “ 3, using the computer,
we prove that N2pJp6, 3qq “ 8 which is smaller than our general bound above. The best
known lower bound is N2pJpn, kqq ě n (see [2, Theorem 5.3]).

For r ě 3, Watanabe, Ishii and Sawa [12] studied p0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1, ˚q-addressings and
proved that NrpGq ě maxpn`pDq{pr ´ 1q, n´pDq{pr ´ 1qq. Note that the stronger re-
sult NrpGq ě maxpn`pDq, n´pDq{pr ´ 1qq follows from the work of Gregory and Vander
Meulen [7, Theorem 4.1] (see also [11]). In [12], the first three authors prove that the
Petersen graph can be optimally addressed with p0, 1, 2, ˚q-words of length 4 and show
that NrpCnq “ n{2 for any n even and any r ě 3. For odd cycles, they prove that
N3pC2n`1q “ n`1 for n P t2, 3, 4u and ask whether this statement is true for larger values
of n. In this paper, we determine that this is true for n “ 5 and N3pC11q “ 6, but fails
for n P t6, 7, 8, 9u, where N3pC13q “ 8, N3pC15q “ 9, N3pC17q “ 10 and N3pC19q “ 11.

For a,m ě 1, let Kpa;mq denote the complete m-partite graph where each color class
has exactly a vertices. The problem of computing N2pKp2;mqq has been investigated by
Hoffman [9] and Zaks [14]. Using the some small length addressings found by computer
for Kp3; 3q, Kp4; 4q and Kp5; 5q and a simple combinatorial blow-up argument, we obtain
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the upper bounds below for any s ě 1:

6s ď N2pKp3; 3sq ď 8s´ 1

12s ď N2pKp4; 4sqq ď 15s´ 1

20s ď N2pKp5; 5sqq ď 24s´ 1.

The lower bounds follow from (1) and unfortunately are quite far from our upper bounds.
We conclude our paper with computations describing the distribution of N2pGq when

G ranges over all connected graphs with n ď 10 vertices. We conjecture that for any fixed
integer c ě 1, almost all connected graphs G of order n must have N2pGq ď n ´ c. Our
conjecture is related to a guess of Ron Graham from [5, page 148].

2 Johnson graphs

For any natural number m, we use rms to denote the set t1, . . . , mu. Let n ě k ě 1 be
two integers. The Johnson graph Jpn, kq has as vertices all the k-subsets of the set rns
and two k-subsets S and T are adjacent if and only if |S X T | “ k ´ 1. When k “ 1,
the Johnson graph Jpn, 1q is the complete graph Kn. When n “ 2, the Johnson graph
Jpn, 2q is the line graph of Kn, also known as the triangular graph. Note that the distance

between S and T in Jpn, kq equals |S∆T |
2

“ |SzT | “ |T zS| [1, p. 255].
To describe our t0, 1, ˚u-addressing of Jpn, kq, we need the following function. Let

`

rns
k

˘

denote the family of all k-subsets of rns and let PpXq denote the power-set of a set X .
Define f :

`

rns
k

˘

Ñ Ppprnszrksq ˆ rksq as follows. If S “ rks, then fpSq “ H. If S ‰ rks,
then let A “ Szrks “ tx1, . . . , xtu, with t ě 1 and n ě x1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą xt ě k ` 1 and let
B “ rkszS “ ty1, . . . , ytu with 1 ď y1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă yt ď k. Define

fpSq “ tpx1, y1q, . . . , pxt, ytqu. (2)

For example, if n “ 12, k “ 5 and S “ t1, 4, 6, 8, 12u, then A “ t12, 8, 6u, B “ t2, 3, 5u
and fpSq “ tp12, 2q, p8, 3q, p6, 5qu.

Our p0, 1, ˚q-addressing apS, px, yqq of each vertex S of Jpn, kq with words of length
kpn ´ kq (indexed by the ordered pairs of the form px, yq with x P rnszrks and y P rks) is
done by the following procedure:

1. If px, yq P fpSq, then apS, px, yqq “ 1, else

2. if maxpSq ă x, then apS, px, yqq “ 0, else

3. if pDzq
`

pz ă yq ^ ppx, zq P fpSqq
˘

, then apS, px, yqq “ ˚, else

4. if y P S, then apS, px, yqq “ 0, else

5. if pDzq
`

pz ă xq ^ ppz, yq P fpSqq
˘

, apS, px, yqq “ 0, else

6. apS, px, yqq “ ˚.

3



We give below three examples of this addressing in the cases of Jp4, 1q, Jp5, 2q, and
Jp6, 3q. The superscripts in the tables below indicate the rule used for generating that
symbol. Since the symbol 1 can only be generated in step 1, we omit that superscript.

subset p2, 1q p3, 1q p4, 1q address
t1u 02 02 02 000
t2u 1 02 02 100
t3u ˚6 1 02 *10
t4u ˚6 ˚6 1 **1

(3)

subset p3, 1q p3, 2q p4, 1q p4, 2q p5, 1q p5, 2q address
{1,2} 02 02 02 02 02 02 000000
{1,3} 04 1 02 02 02 02 010000
{2,3} 1 ˚3 02 02 02 02 1*0000
{1,4} 04 ˚6 04 1 02 02 0*0100
{2,4} ˚6 04 1 ˚3 02 02 *01*00
{3,4} ˚6 1 1 ˚3 02 02 *11*00
{1,5} 04 ˚6 04 ˚6 04 1 0*0*01
{2,5} ˚6 04 ˚6 04 1 ˚3 *0*01*
{3,5} ˚6 1 ˚6 05 1 ˚3 *1*01*
{4,5} ˚6 ˚6 ˚6 1 1 ˚3 ***11*

(4)

subset p4, 1q p5, 1q p6, 1q p4, 2q p5, 2q p6, 2q p4, 3q p5, 3q p6, 3q address
{1,2,3} 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 000000000
{1,2,4} 04 02 02 04 02 02 1 02 02 000000100
{1,3,4} 04 02 02 1 02 02 ˚3 02 02 000100*00
{2,3,4} 1 02 02 ˚3 02 02 ˚3 02 02 100*00*00
{1,2,5} 04 04 02 04 04 02 ˚6 1 02 000000*10
{1,3,5} 04 04 02 ˚6 1 02 04 ˚3 02 000*100*0
{2,3,5} ˚6 1 02 04 ˚3 02 04 ˚3 02 *100*00*0
{1,4,5} 04 04 02 ˚6 1 02 1 ˚3 02 000*101*0
{2,4,5} ˚6 1 02 04 ˚3 02 1 ˚3 02 *100*01*0
{3,4,5} ˚6 1 02 1 ˚3 02 ˚3 ˚3 02 *101*0**0
{1,2,6} 04 04 04 04 04 04 ˚6 ˚6 1 000000**1
{1,3,6} 04 04 04 ˚6 ˚6 1 04 04 ˚3 000**100*
{2,3,6} ˚6 ˚6 1 04 04 ˚3 04 04 ˚3 **100*00*
{1,4,6} 04 04 04 ˚6 ˚6 1 1 05 ˚3 000**110*
{2,4,6} ˚6 ˚6 1 04 04 ˚3 1 05 ˚3 **100*10*
{3,4,6} ˚6 ˚6 1 1 05 ˚3 ˚3 04 ˚3 **110**0*
{1,5,6} 04 04 04 ˚6 ˚6 1 ˚6 1 ˚3 000**1*1*
{2,5,6} ˚6 ˚6 1 04 04 ˚3 ˚6 1 ˚3 **100**1*
{3,5,6} ˚6 ˚6 1 ˚6 1 ˚3 04 ˚3 ˚3 **1*1*0**
{4,5,6} ˚6 ˚6 1 ˚6 1 ˚3 1 ˚3 ˚3 **1*1*1**

(5)
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We give two examples below where the order of our algorithm is significant to the
output.

Jp4, 2q

subset entry step 1 step 2 step 3 step 4 step 5
t2, 3u p3, 2q Fails Fails Succeeds Succeeds Fails

(6)

Jp5, 3q

subset entry step 1 step 2 step 3 step 4 step 5
t3, 4, 5u p5, 2q Fails Fails Succeeds Fails Succeeds

(7)

For S, T P
`

rns
k

˘

, a pair px, yq P prnszrksq ˆ rks is called pS, T q-good if

tapS, px, yqq, apT, px, yqqu “ t0, 1u.

Let cpS, T q denote the number of pS, T q-good pairs. Our goal is to prove the following
result which implies that our procedure on page 2 gives a valid p0, 1, ˚q-addressing of
Jpn, kq.

Theorem 2.1. For any S, T P
`

rns
k

˘

, cpS, T q “ |S∆T |
2

“ |SzT | “ |T zS|.

Proof. If S “ T , then the statement is obvious. If S ‰ T , then the proof follows from
Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.10 and the last sentence of the first paragraph in this section.

The following results gives a characterization of the pS, T q-good pairs and we will use
it later in this section.

Lemma 2.2. Let S ‰ T P
`

rns
k

˘

and px, yq P prnszrksq ˆ rks. Then

apS, px, yqq “ 1 and apT, px, yqq “ 0

if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied:

px, yq P fpSqzfpT q (8)

and

 rpDzq
`

px ă zq ^ ppz, yq P fpT qq
˘

s (9)

and

 rpDzq
`

pz ă yq ^ ppx, zq P fpT qq
˘

s (10)

Proof. Assume that the conditions (8), (9) and (10) are true. From (8), we deduce
immediately that apS, px, yqq “ 1 and apT, px, yqq ‰ 1. Thus, apT, px, yqq is 0 or ˚. When
evaluating apT, px, yqq, the first step fails since px, yq R fpT q. If maxpT q ă x, then step 2
succeeds, we get apT, px, yqq “ 0 and we are done. Otherwise, assume that maxpT q ě x.
Step 3 of evaluating apT, px, yqq fails because (10) is satisfied. If y P T , then step 4
succeeds, apT, px, yqq “ 0 and we are done. Otherwise, assume that y R T . There
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exists z P T zrks such that pz, yq P fpT q. By condition (9), we must have that z ď x.
Note that if z “ x, then we would have that px, yq “ pz, yq P fpT q, contradiction with
px, yq P fpSqzfpT q. Thus, z ă x. But now step 5 is satisfied and apT, px, yqq “ 0. Thus,
apS, px, yqq “ 1 and apT, px, yqq “ 0.

Assume that apS, px, yqq “ 1 and apT, px, yqq “ 0. From the definition on the previous
page, we deduce that px, yq P fpSqzfpT q. Thus, (8) is true.

Assume that (9) is not true. Thus, there exists z0 such that x ă z0 and pz0, yq P fpT q.
This implies that y R T . When evaluating apT, px, yqq, step 1 obviously fails. Also, since
maxpT q ě z0 ą x, step 2 fails as well. Because apT, px, yqq “ 0, step 3 must also fail.
Because y P T , then step 4 must fail. Thus, in order to have apT, px, yqq “ 0, step 5
must succeed and therefore, there is z1 ă x such that pz1, yq P fpT q. Now pz0, yq P
fpT q, pz1, yq P fpT q and z0 ą x ą z1 provide a contradiction which shows that (9) is true.

Assume that (10) is not true. Thus, there exists z0 such that z0 ă y and px, z0q P fpT q.
Hence, x P T and z0 R T . When evaluating apT, px, yqq, step 1 obviously fails. Also,
because x P T , we must have that maxpT q ě x and step 2 fails. The existence of z0 with
the above properties implies that step 3 succeeds and apT, px, yqq “ ˚, contradiction with
apT, px, yqq “ 0. Thus, (10) is true and our proof is complete.

For S P
`

rns
k

˘

, let hpSq denote the graph with vertex set rns whose edges are the pairs in
fpSq. When S “ rks, the graph hpSq has no edges and when S ‰ rks, hpSq is a matching.
For S ‰ T P

`

rns
k

˘

, let hpS, T q denote the multigraph obtained as union of the graphs hpSq
and hpT q. The non-trivial components of hpS, T q must be cycles or paths. We prove later
in this section (Lemma 2.6) that the only cycle components possible are cycles of length
2, but first we will show that the distance in Jpn, kq between S and T equals the number
of path components in hpS, T q.

Lemma 2.3. The set of vertices of degree one in hpS, T q equals S∆T . Consequently, the

number of path components in hpS, T q equals |S∆T |
2

“ |SzT | “ |T zS|.

Proof. First, we show that x P rnszrks has degree 1 in hpS, T q if and only if x P pS∆T qzrks.
Assume that x has degree 1 in hpS, T q. Without loss of generality, there exists y P rks

such px, yq P fpSqzfpT q. This implies that x P S. Also, we deduce that x R T , as
otherwise there would exist z such that px, zq is an edge in hpS, T q implying that the
degree of x is 2, contradiction. Hence, x P SzT Ď S∆T .

Assume that x P pS∆T qzrks. This means that x P rnszrks and without loss of gener-
ality, assume that x P S and x R T . Because x P S, there exists y P rks such that px, yq is
an edge in hpSq. The edge px, yq is the only edge involving x in hpSq. Because x R T , it
means that there is no z such that px, zq P fpT q. Hence, x is not contained in any edges
of hpT q. Thus, x has degree 1 in hpS, T q.

Secondly, we show that y P rks has degree 1 in hpS, T q if and only if y P pS∆T q X rks.
Assume that y has degree 1 in hpS, T q. Without loss of generality, there exists x P

rnszrks such that px, yq P fpSqzfpT q. This implies that y R S. Also, y P T , as otherwise
there would exist z P T such that pz, yq is an edge in hpS, T q implying that the degree of
y is 2, contradiction. Hence, y P T zS Ď S∆T .

6



Assume that y P pS∆T q X rks. Without loss of generality, assume that y R S and
y P T . Because y R S, there exists z P S such that pz, yq is an edge in hpSq. This edge is
the only edge involving y in hpSq. Because y P T , it means that there is no edge involving
y in hpT q. Hence, y has degree 1 in hpS, T q. This finishes our proof.

Our goal for the remaining part of this section will be to prove that each path com-
ponent of hpS, T q contains exactly one good pS, T q-pair and that any other component of
hpS, T q (isolated vertex or cycle) contains no good pS, T q-pairs.

For the remaining part of this section, let S ‰ T P
`

rns
k

˘

. Let C be a non-trivial
component of hpS, T q. Define the following:

xmaxpCq “ maxpC X prnszrksqq
ymaxpCq “ maxpC X rksq
xminpCq “ minpC X prnszrksqq
yminpCq “ minpC X rksq.

Lemma 2.4. Given any non-trivial component C in hpS, T q, at least one of the following

statements is true:

• The vertex xmaxpCq has degree one.

• The vertex yminpCq has degree one.

• The edge pxmaxpCq, yminpCqq is contained in both fpSq and fpT q.

Proof. Assume that each claim above is false. If xmaxpCq and yminpCq are adjacent, then
since pxmaxpCq, yminpCq R fpSq X fpT q, assume that pxmaxpCq, yminpCqq P fpSqzfpT q.
Because both xmaxpCq and yminpCq have degree two, there exists x0 and y0 such that
pxmaxpCq, y0q P fpT q and px0, yminpCqq P fpT q. Because xmaxpCq ą x0, the definition
of fpT q implies that y0 ă yminpCq, contradiction. If xmaxpCq and yminpCq are not adja-
cent (a case that we will see later in Lemma 2.8, never happens), then we can derive a
contradiction in a similar manner.

Lemma 2.5. Given any non-trivial component C in hpS, T q, at least one of the following

is true:

• The vertex xminpCq has degree one.

• The vertex ymaxpCq has degree one.

• The edge pxminpCq, ymaxpCqq is contained in both fpSq and fpT q.

Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 2.4 and will be omitted.

A consequence of Lemma 2.4 is that the only cycle components of hpS, T q are cycles
of length 2 (double edges joining a pair of vertices).

Lemma 2.6. The graph hpS, T q does not contain cycles with more than 2 vertices.

7



Proof. If C is a cycle component of hpS, T q, then each vertex has a degree two. Thus by
Lemma 2.4, xmaxpCq and yminpCq must be doubly adjacent and each only adjacent to one
another, and thus must be all the vertices of the cycle.

This limits the cases of components in hpS, T q to just paths, isolated vertices, and
doubly adjacent pairs of vertices. The following lemma uses Lemma 2.2 to give the first
restriction on pS, T q-good pairs showing that the only possible good pS, T q-pairs are edges
involving a vertex of degree one.

Lemma 2.7. No edge px, yq in hpS, T q with both vertices of degree two is pS, T q-good.

Proof. Let px, yq be an edge with both vertices x and y having degree two. Assume that
px, yq P fpSq. Thus there must exist y0 such that px, y0q P fpT q. If y0 “ y, then (8) is
not satisfied. If y0 ă y, then (10) is not satisfied. If y ă y0, then there must also exist x0

such that px0, yq P fpT q. Because y ă y0, it must be that x ă x0 and (9) is not satisfied.
Thus, px, yq is not pS, T q-good.

Lemma 2.8. For any non-trivial component C of hpS, T q, xmaxpCq and yminpCq are

adjacent.

Proof. We prove this result by contradiction. If xmaxpCq and yminpCq are not adjacent,
then assume that pxmaxpCq, y0q P fpSq for some y0. It must be that y0 ă yminpCq, and
thus no edge from fpSq could contain ymin(C). Thus, there is only one edge containing
yminpCq, say px0, yminq P fpT q. As well, by how fpT q is constructed, there are no edges
from fpT q that contain xmaxpCq. However, this would result in xminpCq ď x0 ă xmaxpCq
and yminpCq ă y0 ď ymaxpCq. Since both xmaxpCq and yminpCq have degree one, in this
path component neither xminpCq nor ymaxpCq can have degree one and by Lemma 2.4,
they are doubly adjacent, which can not happen in a path component. This contradiction
disproves the assumption and proves the lemma.

Lemma 2.9. For any non-trivial component C of hpS, T q, xminpCq and ymaxpCq are

adjacent.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one of the previous lemma and will be omitted.

Lemma 2.10. For any path component C in hpS, T q, the only edge that is pS, T q-good is

pxmaxpCq, yminpCqq.

Proof. By Lemma 2.8, xmaxpCq and yminpCq are adjacent and without loss of generality,
suppose that pxmaxpCq, yminpCqq P fpSq. Because C is a path, pxmaxpCq, yminpCqq R fpT q
and (8) is satisfied. Because there is no x0 in C such that xmaxpCq ă x0,(9) is satisfied.
Also, there is no y0 in C such that y0 ă yminpCq and thus (10) is satisfied. Hence,
pxmaxpCq, yminpCqq is pS, T q-good.

If the component C is a single edge, then we are done. If C has two or more edges, then
the only other edge with a degree one vertex is pxminpCq, ymaxpCqq as shown by Lemma
2.5 and Lemma 2.9. Because C is not a single edge, one of xminpCq or ymaxpCq has degree
one and the other has degree two. If xminpCq has a degree of two, there exists y0 such
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that pxminpCq, y0q is an edge and pxminpCq, ymaxpCqq does not satisfy (9) as y0 ă ymaxpCq.
Otherwise, if ymaxpCq has a degree of two, there is x0 such that px0, ymaxpCqq is an
edge. In this case, pxminpCq, ymaxpCqq does not satisfy (10), as xminpCq ă x0. Hence,
pxminpCq, ymaxpCqq is not pS, T q-good if C has two or more edges.

3 Odd cycles

Watanabe, Ishii and Sawa [12] studied the optimal p0, 1, 2, ˚q-addressings of various graphs.
They observed the following pattern for odd cycles N3pC5q “ 3, N3pC7q “ 4, N3pC9q “ 5
and asked the natural question whether N3pC2n`1q “ n` 1 for n ě 5 ?

By computation, we have confirmed these results as well as showing that N3pC11q “ 6.
However, the pattern does not continue further and we have computed N3pC13q “ 8,
N3pC15q “ 9, N3pC17q “ 10 and N3pC19q “ 11. The first four of these values were verified
by two independent programs. Examples of minimal addressings are below. It would be
nice to determine N3pC2n`1q in general.

C5 C7 C9 C11 C13 C15 C17 C19

1 000 0000 00000 000000 00000000 000000000 0000000000 00000000000
2 001 0001 00001 00002* 00000001 000000001 0000000001 00000000001
3 011 0101 01001 000011 00000101 000002*01 000002*001 0200000*001
4 11* 0111 012*1 010011 00100101 000001101 0000011001 01000001001
5 2*0 111* 01111 012*11 0012*101 001001101 0010011001 010000*1101
6 *210 1111* 011111 00111101 0012*1101 0012*11001 110*00*1101
7 20*0 *2110 11111* 00111111 001111101 0011111001 210100*1101
8 201*0 11110* 0111111* 001111111 00111112*1 21*100*1111
9 200*0 *21100 1*111*10 01111111* 0011111111 211100*1121
10 201*00 **211010 01111111* 011111111* 21110111*21
11 200*00 2*01*010 1*1110*10 1*1111*110 2111*111*22
12 2*00*010 **2110010 1*1110*110 2111111**20
13 020000*0 2*01*0010 **21100110 2011111**20
14 2*00*0010 2*01*00110 20112**0220
15 0200000*0 2*00*00110 201*2100020
16 02000001*0 001*2100020
17 02000000*0 00*022*0020
18 00*022*0000
19 000020*0000

4 Complete multipartite graphs

The problem of finding optimal addressings for the complete multipartite graphs is non
trivial. Graham and Pollak [6] proved that N2pT q “ |V pT q| ´ 1 for any tree T . This
implies that N2pK1,nq “ n for any n ě 1. The optimal lengths of t0, 1, ˚u-addressings of
all other complete bipartite graphs were obtained by several authors.
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Theorem 4.1 (Fujii-Sawa [4], Graham-Pollak [6]). If m,n ě 2, then

N2pKm,nq “
#

m` n´ 1 if pm,nq “ p2, 3q, p2, 4q, p2, 6q, p3, 3q, p3, 4q, p3, 5q, p3, 6q, p4, 4q, p4, 5q
m` n´ 2 otherwise

We now determine N2pKa,b,cq for several values of a, b, c.

Proposition 4.2. For any integer a ě 1, N2pKa,1,1q “ a` 1.

Proof. It is not too hard to see that the eigenvalues of the distance matrix of Ka,1,1 are ´2
with multiplicity a´1, ´1 with multiplicity 1 and

2a`1˘
?

p2a`1q2`8

2
, each with multiplicity

1. Therefore, the number of negative eigenvalues of this matrix is a ` 1. Inequality (1)
and Winkler’s result [13] imply that N2pKa,1,1q “ a` 1.

For other values of a, b, c, we will use the following simple lemmas and Theorem 4.1

Lemma 4.3. If a, b, c ě 1 are integers, then N2pKa,b,cq ě N2pKa`b,cq ´ 1.

Proof. Adding one column containing exactly a 0s and b 1s (corresponding to the partite
sets of sizes a and b respectively in Ka,b,c) to an optimal addressing of Ka,b,c will yield an
addressing of Ka`b,c.

Lemma 4.4. For any integers a, b, c ě 1, N2pKa`3,b,cq ď N2pKa,b,cq ` 3.

Proof. Take an optimal addressing f for Ka,b,c and make three copies (call them x, y and
z) of a given vertex v in the A color class. Give the vertices in the new graph Ka`3,b,c the
following addresses:

gpuq “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

fpvq000 if u “ v

fpvq011 if u “ x

fpvq101 if u “ y

fpvq110 if u “ z

fpuq ˚ ˚˚ otherwise.

It can be checked easily that the function g is a valid addressing of Ka`3,b,c. This proves
our assertion.

Using these lemmas we now prove the following result.

Proposition 4.5. For any integers a, b ě 2, N2pKa,b,1q “ a` b´ 1.

Proof. Combining Lemma 4.3 with Graham and Pollak’s result involving addressings of
stars, we deduce that

N2pKa,b,1q ě N2pKa`b,1q ´ 1 “ a` b´ 1 (11)

for any a, b ě 1.
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To prove the upper bound, we use strong induction on a ` b. By computer, we have
found the following optimal addressings of several complete 3-partite graphs. This takes
care of our base case for the induction.

K2,2,1 N2 “ 3
A1 000
A2 110
B1 100
B2 010
C1 **1

K3,2,1 N2 “ 4
A1 0000
A2 0011
A3 11**
B1 0*01
B2 0*10
C1 10**

K4,2,1 N2 “ 5
A1 00000
A2 00011
A3 011**
A4 110**
B1 *0*01
B2 *0*10
C1 010**

(12)

K3,3,1 N2 “ 5
A1 0000*
A2 0011*
A3 11**0
B1 0*010
B2 0*100
B3 1***1
C1 10**0

K4,3,1 N2 “ 6
A1 00000*
A2 00011*
A3 011**0
A4 101**0
B1 **0010
B2 **0100
B3 **1**1
C1 001**0

K4,4,1 N2 “ 7
A1 000001*
A2 000010*
A3 01**000
A4 1***001
B1 0001***
B2 0010***
B3 0100**1
B4 1*00**0
C1 000000*

(13)

Let a, b ě 2 such that a ě 5 and b ě 2. By induction hypothesis, N2pKa´3,b,1q “
pa´ 3q ` b´ 1. Lemma 4.4 gives us that N2pKa,b,cq ď N2pKa´3,b,cq ` 3 “ a` b´ 1 which
finishes our proof.

By computer, we have found the following addressings of several other complete 3-
partite graphs. Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.3 imply that each addressing below is optimal.

K3,2,2 N2 “ 5
A1 00000
A2 00011
A3 11***
B1 010**
B2 *01**
C1 *0001
C2 *0010

K3,3,2 N2 “ 6
A1 000000
A2 000011
A3 11****
B1 0100**
B2 *001**
B3 *010**
C1 *00001
C2 *00010

K4,2,2 N2 “ 6
A1 000000
A2 000011
A3 011***
A4 101***
B1 0010**
B2 **01**
C1 **0001
C2 **0010

(14)
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K3,3,3 N2 “ 7
A1 *000000
A2 *110000
A3 ***1100
B1 0**1000
B2 1****10
B3 1****01
C1 1**1000
C2 0100***
C3 0010***

K4,3,2 N2 “ 7
A1 0000000
A2 0000011
A3 011****
A4 101****
B1 00100**
B2 **001**
B3 **010**
C1 **00001
C2 **00010

K5,2,2 N2 “ 7
A1 0000000
A2 0000011
A3 0000101
A4 0000110
A5 0011***
B1 0001***
B2 0010***
C1 01*****
C2 10*****

(15)

For a,m ě 1, let Kpa;mq denote the complete m-partite graph where each color class
has exactly a vertices. Thus, Kp1;mq is the complete graph on m vertices and Kpa; 2q
is the complete bipartite graph Ka,a. Determining N2pKp2;mqq is still an open problem
and the best results are due to Hoffman [9] (lower bound below) and Zaks [14] (upper
bound):

m` t
?
2mu ´ 1 ď N2pKp2;mqq ď

#

p3m´ 2q{2, if m is even

p3m´ 1q{2, if m is odd.
(16)

The following lemma will be used in this section to give upper bounds for NpKpa;mqq.

Lemma 4.6. Let a,m, s ě 1 be integers. If N2pKpa;mqq ď t, then

N2pKpa;msqq ď st` s´ 1. (17)

Proof. Partition the vertex set of Kpa;msq into s copies of Kpa;mq. Address these s

graphs first using words of length st. Then we need to address the remaining edges. This
is in essence blow-up version of the complete graph Ks and we need s´ 1 coordinates for
this part of the addressing. Thus, N2pKpa;msqq ď st` s´ 1.

If we take a “ m “ 2, then it is easy to see that N2pKp2; 2qq “ 2. Applying the
previous lemma, we get that N2pKp2; 2sqq ď 2s`s´1 “ 3s´1 which is the upper bound
of Zaks above for m even.

The tables in the Appendix show that N2pKp4; 4qq ď 14 and N2pKp5; 5qq ď 23. Apply-
ing Lemma 4.6, we obtain the following upper bounds for N2pKpa; asqq when a P t3, 4, 5u.
The lower bounds below are obtained by applying the eigenvalue bound (1). The gaps
between these bounds are quite large and it would be nice to close them.

Proposition 4.7. Let s ě 1 be an integer. Then

6s ď N2pKp3; 3sqq ď 8s´ 1

12s ď N2pKp4; 4sqq ď 15s´ 1

20s ď N2pKp5; 5sqq ď 24s´ 1.
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5 Computations results and open problems

In [5], Graham uses rpGq for N2pGq and writes that

It is not known how rpGq behaves for random graphs, but it is natural to guess that

rpGq “ |G| ´ 1 for almost all large graphs G.

For 3 ď n ď 9, we have computed the distribution of N2pGq for all connected graphs
G on n vertices. Let Fn denote the family of connected graphs on n vertices. Our results
are summarized below. Because every partition the distance multigraph of a connected
graph G is a biclique covering of Kn, note that N2pGq ě rlog2 ns (see [8]).

n |Fn| n´ 1 n´ 2 n´ 3 n´ 4 n´ 5
2 1 1 0 0 0 0
3 2 2 0 0 0 0
4 6 5 1 0 0 0
5 21 17 4 0 0 0
6 112 67 42 3 0 0
7 853 316 498 38 1 0
8 11117 1852 7765 1469 30 1
9 261080 12940 159229 87094 1811 6

(18)

The computational difficulty of determining N2pGq increases rapidly as the order of
G or the number of coordinates in addresses becomes greater. Our method relies on two
symmetry groups, one the symmetries of the address space and one the automorphisms
of G.

The set t0, 1, ˚uℓ is acted on by a group Aℓ of order 2
ℓ ℓ!, generated by the ℓ! permu-

tations of the coordinates and the ℓ elements of order 2 that complement one coordinate.
It is easily checked that Aℓ preserves distances. Consequently, we can restrict our search
to addressings that are lexicographically minimal under Aℓ. Fully implementing this re-
striction would carry too much overhead, so we limited the pruning to the first three
vertices. For example, we can assume that the first vertex has an address consisting of
some number of 0s followed by some number of ˚s.

After the first three addresses were selected with full pruning by Aℓ, we made lists
for each other vertex v of all the addresses which are the correct distance from each of
the first three addresses. These were then used in a backtrack search which processes the
vertices in increasing order of their number of available addresses. Addresses were stored
in one machine word in a format that allows distances to be calculated in a few machine
instructions. The counts in Table 18 required about 16 hours of cpu time in total.

Much larger graphs G can only be processed in reasonable time if their automorphism
group AutpGq is large. For any address α, let wtpαq be the number of 0s and 1s in α.
Note that wtpαq is preserved by Aℓ, which implies that, if an addressing of length ℓ exists,
there is some addressing f˚ of length ℓ which is simultaneously lexicographically minimal
under Aℓ and such that pwtpf˚pv1qq, . . . ,wtpf˚pvnqqq is lexicographically minimal under
AutpGq. We partially implemented the latter restriction as follows: the first vertex v1
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has the smallest value of wtpf˚q in its orbit under AutpGq, the second vertex v2 has the
smallest value of wtpf˚q in its orbit under the stabilizer AutpGqv1 , and the third vertex
has the smallest value of wtpf˚q in its orbit under the two-vertex stabilizer AutpGqv1,v2 .
It is likely that this strategy can be improved significantly.

The large number of connected graphs of order 10 (11716571) and the longer time
per graph would make it a major operation to do all of those. We ran a random sample
of 1/1000 of the connected graphs of order 10 (i.e., 11717 graphs) and obtained this
distribution:

N2 9 8 7 6 5
# graphs 86 4105 7160 363 3

(19)

Given these results, we conjecture the following:

Conjecture 5.1. For any fixed integer c ě 1, almost all connected graphs G of order n

have N2pGq ď n´ c.

Given that N2pJpn, kqq “ kpn ´ kq for k “ 1, n ě 1 and for k “ 2, n P t3, 4, 5, 6u, it
might be tempting to conjecture that N2pJpn, kqq “ kpn´kq for any integers n ě 2k ě 4.
However, this fails for n “ 6 and k “ 3 where we found that N2pJp6, 3qq “ 8. Under the
symmetries mentioned above, there are exactly 246 equivalence classes of addressings of
length 8, one of which we show below. We leave determining N2pJpn, kqq for other values
of n and k as an open problem.

subset address
t1, 2, 3u 0000****
t1, 2, 4u 0001****
t1, 3, 4u 01**0000
t2, 3, 4u 010*010*
t1, 2, 5u 010*10*1
t1, 3, 5u 01*010*0
t2, 3, 5u 010011**
t1, 4, 5u 01*110*0
t2, 4, 5u 010111**
t3, 4, 5u 011**10*
t1, 2, 6u *10*0011
t1, 3, 6u *1*00010
t2, 3, 6u *100011*
t1, 4, 6u *1*10010
t2, 4, 6u *101011*
t3, 4, 6u 11**0*00
t1, 5, 6u *11**011
t2, 5, 6u 110*1**1
t3, 5, 6u *110*11*
t4, 5, 6u *111*11*
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Appendix

The tables below imply that N2pKp4; 4qq ď 14 and N2pKp5; 5qq ď 23.

Kp4; 4q
A1 *******0000000
A2 *******0000011
A3 *******0000101
A4 *******0000110
B1 *******0001***
B2 *0000001**0***
B3 *1100001**0***
B4 0***1101**0***
C1 *******001****
C2 0**01001*0****
C3 0**00101*0****
C4 1**1***1*0****
D1 *******01*****
D2 0*****110*****
D3 1100**010*****
D4 1010**010*****

Kp5; 5q
A1 ******* ******* 000000000
A2 ******* ******* 000000011
A3 ******* ******* 000000101
A4 ******* ******* 000000110
A5 ******* ******* 000011***
B1 ******* ******* 000001***
B2 ******* 0000000 000*10***
B3 ******* 0000011 000*10***
B4 ******* 0000101 000*10***
B5 ******* 0000110 000*10***
C1 ******* ******* 0010*****
C2 ******* 0001*** **01*****
C3 *000000 1**0*** **01*****
C4 *110000 1**0*** **01*****
C5 0***110 1**0*** **01*****
D1 ******* ******* 01*0*****
D2 ******* 001**** *0*1*****
D3 0**0100 1*0**** *0*1*****
D4 0**0010 1*0**** *0*1*****
D5 1**1*** 1*0**** *0*1*****
E1 ******* ******* 1**0*****
E2 ******* 01***** 0**1*****
E3 0*****1 10***** 0**1*****
E4 1100**0 10***** 0**1*****
E5 1010**0 10***** 0**1*****

(20)
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